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Abstract
Background: Information provided in an interactive way is believed to be engaging because users can actively explore the
information. Yet empirical findings often contradict this assumption. Consequently, there is still little known about whether and
how interactivity affects communication outcomes such as recall.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate mechanisms through which interactivity affects recall of online health
information. We tested whether and how cognitive involvement, perceived active control, and cognitive load mediate the effects
of interactivity on recall. In addition, we examined need for cognition and health literacy as potential moderators of the mediation
effects. Given the increasing popularity of dietary supplement use, our health website focused on this topic.
Methods: In an online between-subjects experiment (n=983), participants were randomly assigned to control condition (no
interactive features), moderate interactivity (dropdown menus), and high interactivity (dropdown menus and responsive
infographics). Two weeks before the experiment, background characteristics and moderating variables were measured. During
website visit, data on users’ online behavior were collected. Recall was measured postexposure.
Results: Participants recalled significantly less information in the moderate (mean 3.48 [SD 2.71]) and high (mean 3.52 [SD
2.64]) interactivity conditions compared with the control condition (mean 5.63 [SD 2.18]). In the mediation analysis, we found
direct, negative effects of moderate (b=–2.25, 95% CI –2.59 to –1.90) and high (b=–2.16, 95% CI –2.51 to –1.81) levels of
interactivity on recall as well. In the relationship between interactivity and recall, cognitive involvement had a partial negative
mediation effect (moderate interactivity: b=–.20; 95% CI –0.31 to –0.10; high interactivity: b=–.21, 95% CI –0.33 to –0.10) and
perceived active control had a partial positive mediation effect (moderate interactivity: b=.28, 95% CI 0.18 to 0.40; high interactivity:
b=.27, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.40).
Conclusions: Interactivity decreased recall. In addition, through interactivity participants were less involved with the content
of the information, yet they felt they had more control over the information. These effects were stronger in the high need for
cognition and high health literate groups compared with their counterparts.
(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(10):e14783) doi: 10.2196/14783
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Introduction
Relevance and Aim
One of the unique features of internet-delivered health
information is that it can be provided in an interactive way.
Interactive features are thought to create more engagement and
involvement with the information, as visitors can actively
interact with the information [1]. However, clear guidelines are
lacking on how interactivity could be used in health
communication [2]. Moreover, previous research has resulted
in inconclusive findings regarding how interactive features
affect communication outcomes. Interactive features may
enhance user enjoyment, positive attitudes, and desirable
behavioral intentions but they do not necessarily improve
cognitive elaboration or information recall [3]. The aim of this
study is to investigate whether and how interactivity can be
used for improving recall of online health information. Given
the increasing popularity of dietary supplement use and the
complexity of the behavior [4,5], our study focuses on this topic.

Theoretical Background
Conceptualization of Interactivity
In interactivity research, three approaches are distinguished:
structural, experiential, and message exchange. In the structural
approach, interactivity is conceptualized in terms of the technical
attributes of the medium [6]. Such technical attributes include
on-screen interactive features such as menus that allow
user-to-system or user-to-user interactions [7]. According to
the experiential approach, interactivity is the user’s subjective
perception of the level of the medium’s interactivity [8]. The
message exchange approach regards interactivity as an ongoing
communication process in which (semantic) meanings between
two or more communicators are exchanged [9]. We
conceptualize interactivity according to the structural approach,
since in terms of causality a media stimulus that is manipulated
precedes users’ responses to that stimulus [6]. Yet the structural
approach often has been criticized for focusing only on direct
relations between ae media stimulus and the dependent measures
omitting the possibility of third variable effects [6]. Therefore,
in the conceptual model of this study, four types of variables
were included: interactivity (manipulated independent variable),
possible mediators, possible moderators, and a dependent
variable.

Moderated Mediation Model of Interactivity Effects
In our conceptual model, we will test whether cognitive
involvement, perceived active control, and cognitive load
mediate the relationship between interactivity and recall. In
addition, we will look at whether the need for cognition and
health literacy moderate the proposed mediation effects.
Dual process models, such as the elaboration likelihood model
(ELM), propose that information elaborated via the central route
is likely to produce greater and more permanent changes in
communication outcomes [10]. Individuals tend to get (more)
motivated to process the information systematically, which
involves effortful thinking, if the information is perceived as
personally relevant to them [10]. It is proposed that individuals
generate (more) cognitive responses (ie, the number of
https://www.jmir.org/2020/10/e14783
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content-related thoughts generated during exposure to the
stimuli) to the information content if they process the
information systematically [11]. Interactive environments may
stimulate cognitive responses since they enable nonlinear,
cognitively flexible information use (cognitive flexibility theory)
[12]. For instance, navigation through hypertext might be
beneficial for knowledge since hypertexts mimic the associative
network of human memory [13]. If individuals are afforded the
possibility to adapt their information use to their own
preferences and cognitive needs, they may get more involved
and more motivated to process the information more deeply
and elaborate better on the content [14,15]. Therefore, we
propose that interactivity improves recall through higher levels
of cognitive involvement.
Research has shown that individuals’ perceptions about
interactivity are closely related to communicational outcomes
such as attitudes [16,17]. From the different dimensions of
perceived interactivity distinguished by Liu and Shrum [18],
the control dimension, which refers to the autonomy individuals
have in controlling the information flow, has been most often
associated with cognitive elements of information processing
[19]. Active control is characterized by voluntary and
instrumental actions through which users are able to customize
the information flow [18]. This entails navigational choices
based on the user’s own goals and wills [18]. We assume that
if users are afforded the possibility to make conscious choices
about the information flow based on their needs, they might be
more motivated to process the information. Therefore, we
propose that interactivity may improve recall through higher
levels of perceived active control.
Interactivity may challenge individuals’ information processing
capacities by putting an extra burden on users. Tremayne and
Dunwoody [20] found evidence that when users visited a more
(vs less) interactive website, much cognitive effort was spent
in navigation and orientation which had a detrimental effect on
recall. In interactive environments, individuals must complete
different tasks performed concurrently (eg, reading, navigating).
Every task generates a cognitive cost on the working memory
in terms of cognitive load. Moreover, tasks may interfere with
each other since they compete for the same limited cognitive
resources [21,22]. Consequently, there are fewer capacities left
for information processing (ie, encoding, storage, retrieval).
Indeed, research has shown that individuals retain less
information when performing more than one task at the same
time because multitasking inhibits the transfer of information
into the short- and long-term memory [23,24]. Therefore, we
assume that cognitive load increases with higher levels of
interactivity, which may lead to decreased levels of recall.

Moderators: Need for Cognition and Health Literacy
In addition to the mediation effects described above, we aim to
explore whether individual difference variables moderate the
proposed mechanisms. Information processing is influenced by
individuals’ ability and/or motivation to process information
[10,22]. Need for cognition reflects the tendency to engage in
and enjoy effortful cognitive endeavors [25,26]. It is considered
a stable trait that may be influenced by situational factors such
as interactivity [27]. Evidence suggests that interactivity
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improves information processing, especially among low need
for cognition individuals [28]. This may be related to the fact
that individuals with low need for cognition prefer interactive
websites more than their high need for cognition counterparts
[29]. In situations with low personal relevance, individuals with
low need for cognition are more attracted by peripheral cues
which are attributes that are not inherent to the strength of
arguments in the message [30]. In contrast, individuals with
high need for cognition concentrate more on the real attributes
of the information, such as the strength of arguments. Therefore,
they rely less on the way information is presented [28].
However, high need for cognition individuals are more
cognitively immersed when engaging in interactive websites
than low need for cognition individuals [28,31]. According to
the findings of Sicilia et al [28], in both low and high need for
cognition individuals, the flow experience increases when they
visit an interactive (vs noninteractive) website, but this increase
is higher among individuals with high need for cognition.
Individuals may also differ in their ability and skills to
understand and use health information. Health literacy entails
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“the motivation, knowledge, and competencies to access,
understand, appraise and apply health information in order to
make judgments and take decisions...concerning health care,
disease prevention, etc” [32]. In general, low health literate
individuals engage less in health information seeking and have
greater difficulties with reading and searching for health
information on the internet [33,34]. Moreover, interactivity may
challenge users with limited literacy skills since they have
difficulties with recognizing graphic links (ie, pictures that
function as hyperlinks), using navigational tools, and
understanding graphics that respond to mouse movements [35].
In addition, sufficient levels of metacognitive skills are needed
to make mindful navigational selections and build meaningful
sequences of information, for instance, in a hypermedia
environment [36]. However, it should be noted that research
has shown that interactive features designed specifically for
individuals with low health literacy (eg, low text difficulty) are
beneficial for online health information processing [37]. We
summarized our conceptual model in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual model of moderated mediation effects of interactivity.

In sum, we aim to answer the following research questions:
through which mechanisms does interactivity affect recall of
health information? Do these mechanisms differ according to
individuals’ level of need for cognition and health literacy?

Methods
Design
A between-subjects experiment with three levels of interactivity
(no interactivity, moderate interactivity, high interactivity) was
conducted to investigate the effects of interactivity on cognitive
involvement, perceived active control, cognitive load, and recall.
Two weeks prior to the experiment, background characteristics
https://www.jmir.org/2020/10/e14783
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and moderator variables were measured. During the experiment,
pre- and postexposure measures were performed.

Participants
A priori power analysis with G*Power indicated that at least
776 participants were needed to detect small effects (ie, f2=.02)
with an alpha level of .05, .90 statistical power, and 4 predictors.
Participants were recruited from 26,000 active panel members
of I&O Research, an ISO 26362–certified research bureau for
access panels in market, opinion, and social research [38]. I&O
Research recruits its panel members offline (eg, from municipal
registers) and self-registration is not allowed in order to prevent
selection biases such as the overrepresentation of frequent
internet users [38]. A random sample consisting of 4000
J Med Internet Res 2020 | vol. 22 | iss. 10 | e14783 | p. 3
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individuals was drawn from the panel, of which 33.50%
(1340/4000) responded to the invitation to participate in the
first part of the study (see Figure 2). This response rate was
comparable to the average response rate of this panel (ie, 35%)
[38]. The final sample consisted of 983 (73.4%) individuals
who participated in both parts of the study and completed the
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pre- and postexposure questionnaires. Among these participants,
50 €10 gift cards for an internet warehouse were raffled. Due
to technical issues, data of 15 respondents were lost in the
preexposure measurement. Therefore, these participants were
excluded from the moderated mediation analyses.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the stratification and random allocation procedure.

Procedure
An invitation with the subject line “Consumer information on
food and dietary supplements” was sent by email to participants
on March 21, 2017. The email contained a short description of
the study, an explanation of the procedure, and contact details
of the researcher. Upon agreeing to participate in the study and
giving informed consent, individuals were asked to complete a
short questionnaire about health literacy, need for cognition,
and educational level. Based on individuals’ educational level,
the sample was divided into three strata: low, medium, and high
educational level. On April 25, 2017, participants were invited
to take part in the actual experiment. Prior to visiting the
website, individuals completed a preexposure measurement
https://www.jmir.org/2020/10/e14783
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about their knowledge of the research topic and dietary
supplement use. Then, within each stratum, participants were
randomly assigned to one of the three versions of a website
about vitamin B6 and dietary supplements. The random
allocation was programmed by the website developer, Done
Digital Kft. In order to make the browsing task similar to a
real-life online health information search, participants had the
freedom to decide what information and in which order they
wanted to explore and no specific instructions or time limits
were given. Participants were allowed to view the website only
once. In order to prevent any preexposure to the stimulus
material, the website was not publicly accessible. Once
participants were finished browsing on the website, they were
directed to the postmeasurement questionnaire.
J Med Internet Res 2020 | vol. 22 | iss. 10 | e14783 | p. 4
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Ethical Approval
According to the decision of the Research Ethics Commission
of Maastricht University Medical Centre and Maastricht
University (decision number: METC 16-4-268), the Medical
Research Involving Human Subjects Act does not apply to this
study. At the time of the study, further ethical clearance was
not required.

Stimulus Material
In all three conditions, the information presented was identical
and aimed to provide complete information about vitamin B6,
its physiological effects, how it relates to food, and the risks
and benefits of supplementation with vitamin B6. The goal was
to offer information that is well balanced in terms of describing
advantages and disadvantages of vitamin B6 and improves
individuals’ understanding of whether and to whom
supplementation with vitamin B6 may be reasonable. The
recommendations of the Ottawa Decision Support Tutorial were
used [39].
In addition to the textual information, the website included four
educative infographics that contained information about the
Recommended Dietary Allowance of vitamin B6 by age
category and gender, the vitamin B6 content of different food
products, scientific evidence of possible health effects of vitamin
B6, and safe and unsafe doses of vitamin B6 dietary
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supplements. Further details about the content and structure of
the website are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Experimental Stimuli
Three versions of a website were developed sharing the same
content, layout, and pictures but differing in terms of levels of
interactivity. In our study, interactivity refers to the technical
attributes of the medium [6]. In line with previous research that
falls into the structural approach of interactivity [1,40], we
manipulated levels of interactivity in terms of the amount of
interactive tools available on the website interface (eg, menus)
for accessing and interacting with the content of the website.
Accordingly, in the control condition no interactive features
were presented. Participants navigated by scrolling up or down
on the webpage and the infographics did not respond to users’
mouse movements. In the moderate interactivity condition, a
dropdown menu consisting of nine submenus was the only
interactive tool presented on the website. The infographics
shown in the moderate interactivity condition were static. In
the high interactivity condition, two types of interactive features
were presented: a dropdown menu and responsive infographics.
Three rounds of pilot tests were conducted before the websites
were finalized. In Figure 3, the differences in the navigation
(scrolling vs dropdown menu) between the conditions are
presented. In Figure 4, the differences in the infographics (static
vs responsive) between the conditions are presented.

Figure 3. Navigation in the control condition (left) and in the moderate and high interactivity condition (right).
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Figure 4. Example of an infographic in the control and moderate interactivity condition (left) and the high interactivity condition (right).

Measures
Dependent Variable: Recall
The measure of recall was based on the construction integration
model [41] that distinguishes between two levels of
comprehension: the text base level (ie, literal recall of
information) and the situation model level (ie, to make
inferences to situations based on the information)
comprehension. During two cycles of pretesting, 4 questions
were developed to measure text base level comprehension and
2 questions to measure situation level comprehension; 3 of the
6 questions were in multiple-choice format in which only one
answer option was correct. Three other questions were in
multiple response format in which multiple answer options were
correct. In both types of response options, the “I don’t know”
option was also presented. Participants received 1 point for each
correct answer, up to 9 points in total.
According to the principal component analysis, the 6 items
loaded on one single underlying construct (eigen value: 2.866,
47.765% of variance explained). In addition, factor loadings
were .582 or higher. All 6 items correlated significantly with
each other, ranging from P=.25 to P=.51.

Mediating Variables
Participants’ cognitive involvement with the website content
was measured with a thought listing task [11]. Individuals were
asked to list thoughts about vitamin B6 that came to their mind
during their website visit. Participants could list up to 12
thoughts in empty text boxes, each beginning with the statement:
“Vitamin B6 is:...” Each field of text that was completed counted
as a thought. The cognitive involvement measure was placed
second in the postexposure questionnaire, after the 1-item
manipulation check of interactivity. Compared with thought
listing measures during exposure, obtaining responses after the
stimulus can be accomplished without the interruption or
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distraction from the stimulus [11]. In addition, loss or retention
in poststimulus measures of cognitive involvement is negligible
[11].
Perceived active control refers to users’ voluntary and
instrumental actions that directly influence their website
experience [8,18]. Liu’s [8] 4-item measurement of perceived
active control was used.
Cognitive load was conceptualized as the perception of “the
cognitive capacity that is actually allocated to accommodate
the demands imposed by the task” [42]. It was measured with
4 items derived from the Subjective Workload Assessment
Technique (mental effort subdimension) [43,44] and from the
NASA Task Load Index (effort subdimension) [43,45].

Moderating Variables
Need for cognition was measured with 7 items derived from
the Dutch version of the 18-item Need for Cognition Scale
(NCS) [46]. A limited number of items may be sufficient to
measure need for cognition since evidence suggests that the full
NCS measures a single underlying construct [26,47,48].
Therefore, the items with the highest factor loadings were
chosen from the study of Hevey and colleagues [49].
Health literacy was measured using the Newest Vital Sign in
Dutch (NVS-D), which was developed to measure an
individual’s capacity to assess, understand, and use textual and
numerical health information [50]. Consequently, this 6-item
tool tests three types of skills that are important in finding and
interpreting health information: math, locate-the-information
(by reading and comprehending), and abstract reasoning (ie,
making inferences from the information to specific situations)
[51]. For each correct answer, respondents received 1 point, up
to 6 points in total. Details of the measurement scales (number
of items, example items, answer categories, mean scores, and
Cronbach α) are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of number and examples of questions, answering categories, mean scores, and Cronbach .
Mediana
(IQR)

Cronbach
alpha

—c

.77

3 (3)

—

—

.80

—

.92

—

6 (1)

—

4.94 (1.02)

—

.83

Variable

Number of
questions

Example of questions/items, answer options

Mean (SD)

Recallb

6

“Some groups of individuals are at risk of developing vitamin B6 deficien- 4.30 (2.71)
cy. Which groups are these?”
“Someone is using high-dose vitamin B6 dietary supplements (100 milligram) for a long period of time. What kind of influence can this have on
the health condition of this person?”
Multiple choice or multiple response answer options

Cognitive in-

12

volvementd

“During your website visit, certain thoughts about vitamin B6 may have —
come to your mind. Please write down your thoughts about vitamin B6 in
the text boxes below.”
Open-ended questions

Perceived active control

3

Cognitive load

4

“While I was on the website, I could choose freely what I wanted to see.” 3.98 (1.29)
Totally disagree (1) to totally agree (7)
“I had to think hard in order to understand the information on the website” 4.05 (1.42)
Totally disagree (1) to totally agree (7)

Health literacye 6

“If you are allowed 60 grams of carbohydrates as a snack, how much ice
cream could you have?”
Open-ended questions

Need for cogni- 7
tion

“I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to
problems”
Totally disagree (1) to totally agree (7)

a

For variables with non-normal distribution, the median and IQR are presented.

b

Recall scores could range from 0 (no correct answers) to 9 (all answers are correct).

c

Not applicable.

d

Cognitive involvement scores could range from 0 (no thoughts) to 12 (12 thoughts).

e

Health literacy scores could range from 0 (no correct answers) to 6 (all answers are correct).

Manipulation Check Measure
The effectiveness of the manipulation was measured by asking
respondents: “To what extent do you agree with the following
statement: This website is interactive” with answer options
ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree) [52].

User Activity
During participants’ website visit, the following user activity
indicators were measured: duration of website visit in seconds
(mean 11,765.69 [SD 92,169.31], range 5-1,302,883), the extent
of scrolling down on the website (control condition: mean 0.98
[SD 0.32]), total amount of clicks on the nine menus (moderate
interactivity condition: mean 6.11 [SD 3.45]; high interactivity
condition: mean 6.13 [SD 2.64]), and total amount of clicks on
the four infographics (high interactivity condition: mean 11.05
[SD 9.09]). Due to personal browser settings such as a disabled
JavaScript [53], user activity data of 524 participants out of the
983 participants were collected.

Control Variables
Several variables were measured to control for their potential
influence in the statistical analyses. The following demographic
background characteristics were measured: gender, age, and
highest educational level. The latter was measured with 7
responses: 1=primary education or less, 2=preparatory secondary
vocational education (level 1) or equivalent, 3=secondary
vocational education, 4=senior secondary vocational education
https://www.jmir.org/2020/10/e14783
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(level 2-4) or equivalent, 5=senior general secondary education,
university preparation education, 6=bachelor’s level or
equivalent, and 7=master’s level or above. The strata of low
(1-3), middle (4 and 5), and high educational level (6 and 7)
were based on these responses. In addition, meat consumption,
diet, mode of life (eg, anthroposophic nutrition), dietary
supplement use, and involvement with the topic vitamin B6
were measured. Involvement was measured with 3 items from
Zaichkowsky’s [54] personal involvement inventory scale (eg,
“The topic vitamin B6 is important to me,” 1=totally disagree
to 7=totally agree).

Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics were run to investigate sample
characteristics. In order to check normal distribution of the
variables, we looked at skewness and kurtosis and visually
inspected the histogram and boxplot of each variable. We
detected nonnormal distribution in three variables: health literacy
(skewness: –1.67, kurtosis: 2.28), cognitive involvement
(skewness: 1.48, kurtosis: 3.68), and time spent on website
(skewness: 9.42, kurtosis: 101.41). To investigate the proposed
mediations and examine whether differences exist between
subgroups, the PROCESS macro for SPSS Statistics version
2.16.3 (IBM Corporation) was used [55]. PROCESS applies
bootstrapping to estimate 95% bias-corrected confidence
intervals for total and indirect effects. Bootstrap procedures are
unaffected by violations of parametric assumptions and have
J Med Internet Res 2020 | vol. 22 | iss. 10 | e14783 | p. 7
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higher type I error control and power than the normal theory
approach [55,56]. In PROCESS, 76 different conceptual
diagrams are available. Model number 4 is programmed to test
a simple mediation. In order to test mediations, model 4 (10,000
samples) was used with three mediators operating in parallel:
cognitive involvement, perceived active control, and cognitive
load. In the analyses, the independent variable interactivity was
defined as multicategorical; consequently, it was automatically
dummy coded by PROCESS (D1: moderate interactivity
condition; D2: high interactivity condition; reference category:
control condition). The percentage mediated effect was
calculated for each significant indirect effect separately by
dividing the corresponding unstandardized regression coefficient
of the ab path (indirect effect) by the unstandardized regression
coefficient of the c path (total effect) and multiplying it by 100.
To examine differences between subgroups regarding the
mediations (high vs low health literacy, high vs low need for
cognition), model 4 (10,000 samples) was run for each group
separately. Subgroups were created based on a mean split. This
approach of testing moderated mediation effects was chosen
for a technical reason. PROCESS v2 had limited features for
dealing with multicategorical variables, which meant that it was
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not possible to calculate an interaction term of a multicategorical
and a numerical variable and put it in the model as a variable
[57]. All analyses were conducted with adjustments for gender,
age, educational level, dietary supplement use, involvement
with the topic vitamin B6, being on a diet, following a certain
rule of life (eg, anthroposophy), meat consumption, and duration
of website visit. Analyses were conducted with SPSS version
23.

Results
Sample Characteristics
Slightly more female (530/983, 53.9%) than male (453/983,
46.1%) individuals participated in the study. Participants were
on average aged 53.2 (SD 15.31) years, and most of them held
either a medium (402/983, 40.9%) or high educational level
(367/983, 37.3%; Table 2). More than half of the sample
(524/983, 53.3%) had used dietary supplements in the last 12
months. Participants can be regarded as neutral toward the topic
vitamin B6 since they were moderately involved (mean 3.42
[SD 1.54]).

Table 2. Sample characteristics (n=983).
Characteristic

Value

Gender (male), n (%)

453 (46.1)

Age in years, mean (SD)

53.20 (15.31)

Educational level, n (%)

a

Low

214 (21.8)

Medium

402 (40.9)

High

367 (37.3)

Living according to a specific mode of life (yes), n (%)

92 (9.4)

Meat consumption (yes), n (%)

945 (96.1)

Being on a diet (yes), n (%)

201 (20.4)

Dietary supplement use in the last 12 months (yes), n (%)

524 (53.3)

Involvement with the topic vitamin B6a, mean (SD)

3.42 (1.54)

Involvement was measured on a 7-point Likert scale. The higher the score, the more involved participants were.

Manipulation Check of Interactivity
The analysis of variance revealed significant differences between
the three versions of the website regarding interactivity
(F2,980=24.99, P<.001, ηp2=.05). Post hoc Bonferroni tests
indicated that all three versions differed significantly from each
other. Participants rated the level of interactivity as low in the
control condition (mean 3.31, SE .10, n=364), as moderate in
the moderate interactivity condition (mean 3.89, SE .10, n=321),
and as high in the high interactivity condition (mean 4.30, SE
.10, n=298). Thus, the manipulation was successful.

Descriptive Statistics of User Actions Within
Conditions

by the moderate (median 0.8 [IQR 0.45-2.84]) and high
interactivity condition (median 0.83 [IQR 0.43-3.23]). In the
control condition, 78.7% (203/258) of participants scrolled all
the way down the website and viewed all website content. In
the moderate interactivity condition, 14.8% (21/142) of users
clicked on all dropdown menus and viewed the complete
content, whereas in the high interactivity condition only 8.9%
(11/124) did so. Within the high interactivity condition, the
proportion of participants who used all infographics was higher
(36/124, 29.0%) than of those who used all dropdown menus
(11/124, 8.9%). Descriptive statistics of user actions within
conditions are presented in Table 3.

Users spent the most time (minutes) browsing the website in
the control condition (median 2.62 [IQR 1.54-3.96]), followed
https://www.jmir.org/2020/10/e14783
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Table 3. Indicators of user activity per condition (n=524).

a

Variable

Control condition (n=258)

Moderate interactivity condition
(n=142)

High interactivity condition
(n=124)

Duration of website visit in minutes, mean
(SD) [range]

366.19 (2146.69) [0.0821714.72]

112.54 (1103.02) [0.08-13083.52]

78.05 (893.48) [0.1011599.07]

Scrolled to end of browser windowa, %
(modus) [median]

78.7 (1) [1]

N/Ab

N/A

Used all dropdown menusc, % (modus) [me- N/A
dian]

14.8 (7) [6]

8.9 (7) [6]

Used all infographicsd, % (modus) [median] N/A

N/A

29.2 (4) [2]

Scrolled scale ranges from 0 (no scroll down) to 1 (scrolled to end of window at least once).

b

Not applicable.

c

Dropdown menu use scale ranges from 0 (no clicks on menus) to 9 (all menus were used at least once).

d

Infographic use scale ranges from 0 (none of the infographics were used) to 4 (all infographics were used at least once).

Main Effect of Interactivity on Recall
Analysis of variance showed that recall score differed
significantly between the conditions (F2,980=82.329, P<.001,
ηp2=.144). According to the Bonferroni post hoc test,
participants recalled significantly more information in the
control condition (mean 5.63 [SD 2.18]) compared with the
moderate (mean 3.48 [SD 2.71]) and high (mean 3.52 [SD 2.64])
interactivity conditions.

Mediating Effect of Cognitive Involvement, Perceived
Active Control, and Cognitive Load
Results showed that the effects of levels of interactivity were
mediated by cognitive involvement (moderate interactivity:

b=–.20, 95% CI –0.31 to –0.10, 9% mediated effect; high
interactivity: b=–.21, 95% CI –0.33 to –0.10, 10% mediated
effect) and perceived active control (moderate interactivity:
b=.28, 95% CI 0.18 to 0.40, 13% mediated effect; high
interactivity: b=.27, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.40, 13% mediated effect)
but not by cognitive load (moderate interactivity: b=.02, 95%
CI 0 to 0.07; high interactivity: b=–.01, 95% CI –0.04 to 0.02).
The mediations were partial as there was a remaining significant
direct effect of interactivity on recall (moderate interactivity:
b=–2.25, 95% CI –2.59 to –1.90; high interactivity: b=–2.16,
95% CI –2.51 to –1.81). Levels of interactivity and the three
mediators explained 34% of the variance in recall (F14,953=35.76,
P<.001). The unstandardized path coefficients of the direct and
total effects are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Unstandardized path coefficients of the direct and total effects (in brackets) of moderate and high interactivity on the mediators and recall
compared with the control condition (n=968).

Conditional Indirect Effect of Interactivity on Recall
According to Two Levels of Need for Cognition
The study sample was split into high (ie, score ≥4.95, 519/968)
versus low (ie, score ≤4.94, 449/968) need for cognition using
a mean split. Results showed that in individuals with low need
for cognition exposed to the moderate interactivity condition,
the effects of levels of interactivity were mediated by cognitive
https://www.jmir.org/2020/10/e14783
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involvement (b=–.18, 95% CI –0.36 to –0.05, 8% mediated
effect) and perceived active control (b=.14, 95% CI 0.01 to
0.30, 6% mediated effect) but not by cognitive load (b=.12,
95% CI –0.03 to 0.08). In low need for cognition individuals
exposed to the high interactivity condition, none of the proposed
mediations were significant.
In individuals with high need for cognition, in the moderate
interactive condition a significant mediation effect of cognitive
J Med Internet Res 2020 | vol. 22 | iss. 10 | e14783 | p. 9
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involvement (b=–.21, 95% CI –0.38 to –0.08, 11% mediated
effect) and active control (b=.43, 95% CI 0.27 to 0.64, 22%
mediated effect) was found. The mediation effects of cognitive
involvement (b=–.28, 95% CI –0.46 to –0.14, 16% mediated
effect) and perceived active control (b=.43, 95% CI 0.25 to

Pajor et al
0.65, 4% mediated effect) were also significant in the high
interactivity condition. Regardless of the condition, no mediation
effect of cognitive load was found in high need for cognition
individuals. As presented in Figure 6, levels of interactivity had
a significant direct effect on recall.

Figure 6. Unstandardized path coefficients of the direct and total effects (in brackets) of moderate and high interactivity on the mediators and recall
compared with the control condition in the low (n=449) and high (n=519) need for cognition group.

Conditional Indirect Effect of Functional Interactivity
on Recall According to Two Levels of Health Literacy
In order to test health literacy as a potential moderator of the
mediation effects, individuals were categorized as having a low
(ie, score ≤5.14, 379/968 or high (ie, score≥5.15, 589/968) health
literacy level using a mean split. Results showed that in low
health literate individuals, interactivity effects on recall were
mediated significantly only by cognitive involvement (b=–.18,
95% CI –0.37 to –0.03, 7% mediated effect) in the moderate
interactivity condition. When levels of interactivity were high,
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no mediation effects were found in low health literate
individuals.
In high health literate individuals exposed to the moderate
interactivity condition, interactivity effects were mediated by
cognitive involvement (b=–.21, 95% CI –0.36 to –0.09, 10%
mediated effect) and perceived active control (b=.42, 95% CI
0.28 to 0.60, 18% mediated effect). In the high interactivity
condition, cognitive involvement (b=–.25, 95% CI –0.41 to
–0.12, 11% mediated effect) and perceived active control (b=.40,
95% CI 0.22 to 0.61, 20% mediated effect) also partially
mediated the effect. Direct and total effects are presented in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Unstandardized path coefficients of the direct and total effects (in brackets) of moderate and high interactivity on the mediators and recall
compared with the control condition in the low (n=379) and high (n=589) health literacy group.

Discussion
Principal Findings
Our study aimed to examine whether and how cognitive
involvement, perceived active control, and cognitive load
influenced the relationship between moderate and high levels
of interactivity and recall. In addition, we looked at whether
those pathways differed according to individuals’ level of need
for cognition and health literacy. Two out of the three mediation
effects we tested were significant: a negative indirect effect of
interactivity on recall was found through cognitive involvement
and a positive indirect effect was found through active control.
Cognitive load did not mediate the relation between interactivity
and recall. In addition, the mediations found were partial since
beside indirect effects, interactivity also had direct negative
effects on recall. Participants in the moderate and high
interactivity conditions remembered less information compared
with the control condition.
With regard to cognitive involvement, we found a small,
negative indirect effect that indicates that moderate and high
levels of interactivity reduced recall through reduced cognitive
involvement (ie, fewer thoughts generated). According to the
https://www.jmir.org/2020/10/e14783
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ELM, individuals’ cognitive responses such as the number of
thoughts generated increase if information processing follows
the central route [58]. Our results may indicate that higher levels
of interactivity hinder systematic information processing,
resulting in less recall. This assumption is in line with previous
research in which participants generated significantly fewer
thoughts when exposed to interactive features (vs noninteractive
features) [59]. A possible explanation for these findings might
be that when individuals are exposed to interactive media that
require different types of user actions (eg, reading, navigating),
individuals may split their cognitive resources between the tasks.
Since information processing capacities are already limited, this
may lead to less conscious thinking about the message content
[22,60]. Jeong and Hwang [61] found that media multitasking
hindered systematic information processing resulting in reduced
levels of attention, comprehension, and recall.
Our results showed that moderate and high levels of interactivity
improved recall indirectly through enhanced perceptions of
active control. In terms of dual process models, this may provide
additional evidence that users tend to take the peripheral route
of information processing when using interactive media. Sundar
and Limperos [62] argue that new media offers several types
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of technical affordances (eg, navigability) that may serve as
cues (ie, snap judgments). For instance, the browsing heuristic
refers to users’ online information-seeking behavior in which
they skim the site content and check out the menus or hyperlinks
superficially [63]. Indeed, our data on user activity showed that
participants did not make use of all interactive functions of the
moderately and highly interactive websites. However, the
magnitude of the mediation effect of perceived active control
was comparable in both experimental conditions. As previously
suggested, perceived active control may not be a function of
the quantity but of the type of interactive features presented on
a website [64].

were of greater magnitude in individuals with high (vs low)
need for cognition and in individuals with high (vs low) health
literacy. While need for cognition and health literacy are
generally associated with higher levels of elaboration and recall
of (health) information [27,66,67], such associations were not
found in research on interactive media [28,68], or negative
associations were found [69]. Since literature suggests that
interactive websites are preferred more by individuals with low
need for cognition than their counterparts [29], we assume that
interactivity distracts high need for cognition individuals from
systematic information processing.

Since we found no mediation effect of cognitive load, we
suppose that moderate and high levels of interactivity are not
more cognitively demanding in terms of information processing
than static content (ie, control condition). Website complexity
is a function of page length; amount of information presented;
and number of pictures, hyperlinks, or other elements embedded
in the website [65]. Our nonsignificant finding might be
explained by the fact that we did not vary website content across
conditions; we only varied the amount of interactive tools
through which participants could interact with the website.

Our study had some limitations. First, we might have found less
contrast between low and high health literacy groups since
87.2% of the sample (844/968) had adequate health literacy,
according to the categorization of the newest vital sign [50,51].
Second, we did not measure recall of interactive and
noninteractive website content separately. Accordingly,
conclusions can be drawn only about individuals’ overall recall
of the website content. Third, this study was an online
experiment that could be completed on participants’ own device
at home. Therefore, it is possible that not all participants paid
full attention to the website as some outliers were found in the
variable duration of website visit. However, analyses yielded
comparable results when excluding those 66 outliers from the
sample. Fifth, the topic of the study may seem very specific to
some participants and appeal only to a selective group of
individuals, namely those interested in nutrition and dietary
supplements.

The direct, negative effect of interactivity on recall might be
explained by user activity data revealing that both time spent
on the website and amount of content visited were the highest
in the control condition. This may imply that if users are
provided with interactive features, their information search
becomes more purposive, and the increased selectivity exposes
them to less information, resulting in less recall.
It should be noted that in our study we examined the effects of
cognitive involvement, perceived active control, and cognitive
load in three separate pathways between interactivity and recall.
However, these concepts should be examined in relation to each
other as well. For instance, users’ sense of high active control
might be related to cognitive involvement. Active control entails
autonomous user actions that might be driven by intrinsic
interest, which is positively related to focused attention [31].
Therefore, future research should examine whether and how
these concepts are related to each other.

Limitations

Conclusions
Higher levels of interactivity decreased recall through reduced
levels of cognitive involvement. At the same time, higher levels
of interactivity increased recall through enhanced perceptions
of active control. No significant mediation effects of cognitive
load were found. In addition, the identified indirect effects were
of greater magnitude in individuals with high (vs low) need for
cognition and with high (vs low) health literacy. Beside the
indirect effects, levels of interactivity decreased recall directly
in all analyses.

Differences in Mediation Effects With Regard to Need
for Cognition and Health Literacy
The partial negative mediation effect of cognitive involvement
and partial positive mediation effect of perceived active control
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